[An analysis of blood flow indicators in pathological kinked internal carotid arteries with their orthostatic and rotational positions].
To assess the dynamics of blood flow in patients with hemodynamically significant pathological kinked internal carotid arteries (PK ICA) with their orthostatic and rotational positions. Eighty-six patients, including 35 with PK ICA due to fibromuscular dysplasia (FMD) and 51 with PK ICA due to hypertensive heart disease, and 20 healthy people were examined. All patients underwent Doppler ultrasound scanning. All indicators were evaluated in the position of the patient lying on his back and functional stress tests (orthostatic, rotational). The peak systolic velocity, end diastolic velocity, peripheral resistance index did not differ significantly in patients with PK ICA due to FMD and hypertensive heart disease. The increase of blood flow in bends was significantly higher with S-shaped kinking, regardless of the reason for their formation (p<0.05). In orthostatic position, significant changes of hemodynamic parameters in ICA in healthy people did not occur. Moreover, more frequent formation of turbulent blood flows in the group with hypertensive heart disease (78%) and a decrease in LBFV in the standing position were found in patients with PK ICA due to FMD. Rotational position did not alter the hemodynamics in ICA in healthy people and significantly influenced the values of LBFV in patients with PK ICA. Changes in hemodynamic parameters in the area of kinking with orthostatic and rotational positions of ICA demonstrate more significant impairments in patients with PK ICA due to hypertensive heart disease compared to patients with FMD. The rotational position of PK ICA is the most informative for identifying turbulent blood flow and an increase in peak systolic velocity in the area of kinking.